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“[W]here there is no trust, there can be 
no contract”

• Surveillance 
protects the 
integrity of markets

• Surveillance works
to build and uphold
trust in our markets

• Surveillance 
function to meet 
regulatory 
requirements

• Surveillance is a 
gatekeeper of the 
market



A public credible reference for future electricity prices;

- Enable market participants to effectivly manage risk

- Give sound investment signals to both sides of the market and make sure new
production capacity is realized at lowest capital cost



Nordic regulated financial electricity market
What has been?
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1. Security of supply

2. Funding support schemes
Norwegian change to resource

rent tax and high-price 

contribution

EU revenue cap

on power producers



1. Security of supply

2. Funding support schemes

3. The short term effects of increased political risk 



?



Measures to ensure security of supply

• New regulation under way: «A statutory responsibility 
for hydropower producers to safeguard security of 
supply.”

• Clear signal to producers

• Did not cause prices to fall - nor too push them up

What has been

Norwegian reporting scheme and control mechanism

• EU: 90% Nov Each year (80% for 2022)

• DE: Aug 65%, 80% Oct, 90% Nov

• Creates information imbalances

• Pushed prices to extreme levels

German and European gas storage laws



Funding support schemes

• Resource rent taxation of hydropower since 1996 
based on spot price

• Exemption from spot price for specific type of PPA

• New levels and technologies

• High-price contribution at 70 øre/kWh (64 EUR/MWh)

• Interim – but consequences up to 9 years ahead

What has been

Norwegian resource rent taxation and adaptations

• Effective since Dec 1 2022

• General cap for «low cost» production: 180 EUR/MWh, 
allow for national adaptations

• NL: 130 FR:100  DE:60-130 
DK: 180

• Based on market revenue regardless of contractual
form

• Interim - but no one invests with current uncertainty

EU revenue caps



Funding support schemes – REMIT context

• Price caps and levys alters the optimal bidding strategy for producers

• In periods where the average price in a month gets close to the high price contribution
threshold hydro power producers have the incentive to push prices down

• NVE-RME has provided guidance that adapting bids to optimize income within calculation
period for levy may constitue market manipulation

What has been



The short term effects of increased political risk 

• Changed market dynamics

• Volatility up, liquidity down

• Forward markets moving to the closest maturities

• Increased need for and cost of collateral

• Liquidity support came when most needed

What has been



What’s to come?
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What is transparency?
What’s to come?

https://www.vg.no/stromprisen/kommune/oslo/http://www.nasdaqomx.com/transactions/markets/commodities/market-prices



What is transparency?

Minister of Trade and Industry Jan Christian 
Vestre 
perceives that there is great interest in fixed-
price contracts among businesses. 

- I hear from several electricity suppliers that 
they have sold fixed price agreements both 
before and after Christmas and that there is 
great interest from business, says Vestre to 
NRK. 

What’s to come?



Political risk

European Commision: 

“Electricity market – reform of 

the EU’s electricity market 

design”

ACER review NC Forward Capacity 

Allocation: “Further development of the 

EU electricity forward market”

High-price contribution

EU revenue caps

Reduced interconnection?

(Skagerrak 1&2)

Power price committee

Resource rent taxation

Government PPA regime

EMIR review – Collateral cost



Reduced liquidity, reduces transparency
Event Effect

Introduction of government standardized PPAs without tax risk 

(«Fastprismarkedet»)

Introduces alternative hedging tool without tax risk for – reduced

liquidity

Introduces high-price contribution At 90% tax on spotprice very little volume is left possible to hedge

without extreme tax risk – reduced liquidty

EU revenue caps Heterogeneity in implementation increases political risk – reduced

liquidity

Weaker systemprice and bidding zone correlation System price less effective as a proxy hedge – reduced liquidity

EMIR change Removal of bank guarantees as approved

collateral

Increased collateral cost – push to bilateral – reduced liquidity

What’s to come?



Political desperation vs well designed measures
«ACER/CEER response:

Overall, PPAs are bilateral arrangements, which may be a welcome 
addition to the forward market, but ACER and CEER refrain from actively 
supporting PPAs because they may have a negative impact on overall 
market efficiency and transparency. Given their characteristics, they are 
not suitable to all market participants. 

…

Standardisation of PPAs is welcomed, but financial futures and forward 
are already standard long-term products that serve the same purpose. 
CfDs seem also better suited for standardisation. If some Member States 
decide to facilitate higher volumes and more standard PPAs, then it 
might be better to put such effort in supporting financial forward 
markets with futures and forwards.”

What’s to come?





Thank you!


